
The Pursan Pedal operated stand 
has been designed and tested with 
Pursan 70% Alcohol Hand Cleanser. 
The stand is designed to be used 
with a 2.5ltr drum which can be 
replaced when used, or refilled with 
Pursan 70% Alcohol Hand Cleanser.

PEDAL OPERATED
DISPENSER STAND
INSTRUCTIONS

InitIal Setup
The stand will come fully assembled and ready to use. Place on a flat stable surface, ensure the stand is 
sitting level and can’t rock back and forward. Unscrew the lid on the 2.5ltr drum of Pursan 70% Alcohol 
Hand Cleanser, and place into the back of the dispenser by lifting the door on the rear of the stand. 
Once the bottle is inside, put the downpipe into the bottle and prime the dispenser by repeatedly 
pressing the pedal. The dispenser cover will not need to be opened during setup. 

Operating
To operate the dispenser, press the foot pedal, and at the same time hold your hands underneath the 
dispenser to collect the spray.

Replace Refill
Lift door on the rear of the stand to expose the bottle inside. Remove the empty bottle and the 
downpipe from inside the bottle. Replace with the full refill and put the downpipe back inside the new 
bottle. See images under Initial Setup above.
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PEDAL OPERATED DISPENSER STAND INSTRUCTIONS

Replace the Trigger
1.   Open the cover of the dispenser
      using the blue key shown below.

2.   Unscrew the four screws securing the dispenser

      on the stand and remove the complete dispenser.

3.   Once the dispenser has been removed, lift
      the metal bracket securing the trigger up to
      the top of the two slots on the main frame of
      the stand to free the trigger. 

5.   Replace the trigger and reverse the steps above.

      Please note, when placing the metal bracket down

      over the trigger as described in step 3, hold the

      trigger in place firmly while pushing the bracket

      down to avoid damage.

4.   Remove the trigger which will also remove 
      the downpipe. 

Spare Parts
Trigger and downpipe assembly

Dispenser cover (no lens)

Dispenser cover lens

Dispenser logo

Warranty
12 month standard Unicorn Hygienics warranty for the stand which is available on request. 

*Trigger not covered under warranty.


